TJS Community Photo Album
Dear Friends,
Early November 2018 we added these first few photos in the TJS Gallery, including some descriptions from Morgan’s
Instagram. Initially these are simply presented on pdf pages but will be converted into a digital Photo Gallery which will
be regularly upload with new photos, and captions or descriptions.
The current album categories are:
Client Photo Album (Our Extended Customer Family)
Custom Design Process Photo Album
Holiday Photo Album
Jewelry Shows & Expo Photo Album
Team Photo Album

Client Photo Album (Our Extended Customer Family) ____________
This album category will become the focus of the Gallery as we begin occasionally asking customers for photos of them
wearing their beloved jewelry. Future photos will have captions. Enjoy.
Also, when appropriate, in the store we’d love to ask clients who have just received their custom designed jewelry for a
photo. Please email us your favorite TJS jewelry photos, especially at memorable events like the wedding ring picture.

Custom Design Process Photo Album ____________________

Completed Ring

TJS custom designed fashion ring in progress. We are
working with our best hand carver to make this one of
a kind ring which will be cast in platinum and 18K
rose gold. The design started out from a wax ring
block, and is slowly carved and sanded exposing the
details and overall ring design. The 4.23 carat
purple/blue sapphire bezel setting is shaped first, then
the row of pink sapphires, and a random array of
diamonds will fill most of the top. We designed an
intricate gallery with matched diamonds and sapphires
for added comfort and unique styling. We made
Final Assembly of Ring Components
adjustments throughout the whole process to keep the
& Setting Stones
piece light and comfortable, but also extremely strong
with extra support areas. This custom designed fashion ring far surpassed our
expectations.

TJS custom designed fashion ring in
progress. We are working with our best
hand carver to make this one of a kind
ring which will be cast in platinum and
18K rose gold. The design started out
from a wax ring block and is slowly
carved and sanded exposing the details
and overall ring design. The 4.23 carat
purple/blue sapphire bezel setting is
Soldering RIng Components
shaped first, then the row of pink
Casting, Cleaning & Preparing Ring Components
sapphires, a random array of diamonds
will fill most of the top, and an intricate gallery will add comfort and style. I look forward to modifying details along the
way to completion.

Photos of the Casting and Carving process

TJS custom designed ladies
diamond bangle and ring set.
Our best hand carver
intricately crafted this one of a
kind set. This bangle
incorporates gemstones from
close and unforgettable family
and friends through the years.
The diamond ring has a Celtic
theme that carefully blends
her roots and personality. After all of the
processes and challenges along the way, it was all worth it to see our client’s
dreams come to life. It's not really work when you love what you do each day.

TJS custom designed men's seafaring
band in 18K white gold. I worked with
one of my favorite hand carvers to make
this one of a kind aquatic and sailing
inspired ring. The band has an old ship,
map, anchor, rose compass, waves, and
other sea life hand carved to express our
client’s passion for sailing and the open
sea. The extra detail and depth on the
exterior and interior of the band really
finishes this unique piece beautifully
crafted.

TJS custom designed 1920's styled diamond
pendant. The design of this new Art Deco
themed pendant incorporates a four carat
emerald cut diamond for the center, and
twenty two baguettes spanning four
different tiers in unison with a simple but
creative 1920's pattern. This is one of my
favorite design projects.

Completed CAD Modeling ready for 3D Wax
Printing

CAD Drawing

TJS custom designing finishing process for a diamond fashion pendant.
This was a wonderful project where my client provided three diamonds and
asked for a modern version of a Art Deco styled pendant, everything else I
had free reign. After sketching and designing the pendant in Procreate on
my iPad Pro with Apple Pencil, I sent the Tiff file to the Rhino CAD
program to be rebuilt in 3D with the actual diamonds scanned in at scale.
The next process included 3D printing the wax, casting the six prices in a
custom 19k super white and some in platinum, and
cleaning/polishing/setting all the diamonds. This project was particularly
challenging since the diamonds had to be set in a certain order using five
different setting styles. An example is the Center diamond slide into the
bezel from the back and another piece was machine pressed behind it
followed by laser soldering the seam and the setting the halo of smaller
diamonds on top. All of the moving parts of which there are three used platinum connections, and
all sides were seamless after all of the diamonds were set and polished. This was a beautiful and
exciting piece from a technical and visual perspective. The client fell absolutely in love with it,
and since it is so durable she could wear it every day.

Holiday Photo Album __________________________________
Christmas Eve morning at Towne Jewelers with some of my family, friends,
and coworkers. If you love what you do, and love the people you are with,
you will never work a day in your life.

TJS Christmas week 2014 with the best sales associates/good
friends. It's great working with such talented and positive
ladies.

Jewelry Shows & Expo Photo Album _____________________
Another amazing experience at the JCK International Jewelry Show in
Las Vegas. This year there was an amazing showing for large colored
gemstones, organic shapes, large jewelry pieces, more precise
equipment and 3D printers, and a lot of new watch designs including
smart watches. It was great to be able to have so many family members
join us this year, and too see all our venders and suppliers we work
with.

TJS family, friends, and coworker dinner at the wicked spoon
in the Cosmopolitan while we were attending the 2016 Las
Vegas JCK Show.

A well-built full 360 degrees of freedom jewelry wax CNC precision
machine at work. The level of detail that this machine can complete is
astonishing.

TJS team taking a break in the Plumb Club
lounge at the 2015 Las Vegas JCK Show.

Breakfast with my father before our big day meeting new Jewelers,
making new contacts, and purchasing hard to find gemstones at the
2015 JCK show in Las Vegas.

JCK Las Vegas 2015 was amazing with over 2,500 vendors, over 25,000
jewelry professionals attended, with at least several hundred million
dollars’ worth of jewelry merchandise from around the world.
JCK Las Vegas is the leading jewelry event in North America open to all
jewelry professionals. Each year, the industry gathers where the latest aweinspiring domestic and international designers and most sought-after trends are showcased in a secure environment.
The industry event combines a plethora of networking events and complimentary education sessions with the industry's
broadest selection of finished jewelry, gems, and timepieces.

Beautiful jewelry that was on display at the 2014
JCK international gem show.

2015 AGTA Business Dinner at Cracker Barrel with my father, we work hard
and play hard.

Amazing jewelry designs at the
Carlsbad GIA "Dream Of
Diamonds" event. Natural stone
symphony.

Amazing jewelry designs at the Carlsbad
GIA "Dream Of Diamonds" event.
Diamond and Ruby necklace with a very
open style allowing a lady’s skin tone to
play into the design.

Amazing jewelry designs at the Carlsbad GIA "Dream Of Diamonds"
event. This center piece Natural fancy intense yellow and white
Diamond necklace included a 54.29 carat Diamond and a combined
67.10 total carat weight. Amazing color, cut, and design with these
natural fancy intense Diamonds really brought this necklace to life.

Amazing jewelry designs at the Carlsbad GIA "Dream Of Diamonds"
event. Creative two tone gold and yellow and white Diamond necklace.
Crisp sharp edges combined with the contrasting color creating a raw,
natural, and rough design composition.

Amazing jewelry designs at the Carlsbad GIA "Dream Of Diamonds" event. Natural
fancy (pink, yellow, champagne, and white) Diamond necklace. Such a creative
design style.

AGTA 2015 Smithsonian Gem Collection.
These are top quality precious gemstones from
around the world, finding these grades and
sizes of stones is not an easy task let alone
having them altogether on display.

AGTA 2015 international gem show in Tucson Arizona. I'm ready to
hand select the perfect gemstones for our list of customers and our own
custom designs.

Tucson International Gem Show 2015 main convention center with my
amazing father and beautiful gem stones from around the world.

Team Photo Album __________________________________

Tim (Master Jeweler), Morgan (Designer)

Paulette

Tim, Paulette, Claudia

Kathy

Paulette

"Ty' & Stephanie

Cathy M creator of Fall 2018 Store Décor
Tim celebrating with Cathy's Fall 2018 Décor design

